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Getting Started with RFID: Identify Objects in the Physical World with ArduinoO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The process of identifying physical objects is such a fundamental part of our
	
		experience that we seldom think about how we do it. We use our senses, of
	
		course: we look at, feel, pick up, shake and listen to, smell, and taste objects
	
		until we have a reference for them—then we give them a label. The whole...
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Make: Bluetooth: Bluetooth LE Projects with Arduino, Raspberry Pi, and SmartphonesMaker Media, Inc, 2015

	This book is where your adventures with Bluetooth LE begin. You'll start your journey by getting familiar with your hardware options: Arduino, BLE modules, computers (including Raspberry Pi!), and mobile phones. From there, you'll write code and wire circuits to connect off-the-shelf sensors, and even go all the way to writing your...
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Start Here! Build Windows 8 Apps with HTML5 and JavaScriptMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Ready to learn Windows 8 programming? Start Here!™

	
		Learn the fundamentals of Windows 8 programming—and begin creating apps for desktops, laptops, tablets, and other devices. If you have previous experience with HTML5 and JavaScript—simply start here! This book introduces must-know concepts and...
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Raspberry Pi: A Quick-Start GuidePragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Printed in full color.

	

	Most of the book is targeted at beginners in computing and programming. A few parts, such as the small electronics project and setting up a web server, assume some intermediate skills.

	

	The Raspberry Pi is one of the most successful open source hardware projects ever. For...
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Machine Learning in Java: Helpful techniques to design, build, and deploy powerful machine learning applications in Java, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of Java and its associated machine learning libraries to build powerful predictive models

	
		Key Features

		
			Solve predictive modeling problems using the most popular machine learning Java libraries
	
			Explore data processing, machine learning, and NLP concepts...
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Networking Wireless SensorsCambridge University Press, 2005
With its origins in the early nineties, the subject of wireless sensor networks
has seen an explosive growth in interest in both academia and industry. In just
the past five years several hundred papers have been written on the subject. I
have written this book because I believe there is an urgent need to make this vast...
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Game Programming using Qt 5 Beginner's Guide: Create amazing games with Qt 5, C++, and Qt Quick, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A complete guide to designing and building fun games with Qt and Qt Quick using associated toolsets

	
		Key Features

		
			A step by step guide to learn Qt by building simple yet entertaining games
	
			Get acquainted with a small yet powerful addition?Qt Gamepad Module, that enables Qt...
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Nanoscale Sensors (Lecture Notes in Nanoscale Science and Technology)Springer, 2014

	This book is a comprehensive introduction to nanoscale materials for sensor applications, with a focus on connecting the fundamental laws of physics and the chemistry of materials with device design. Nanoscale sensors can be used for a wide variety of applications, including the detection of gases, optical signals, and mechanical strain, and...
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More iOS 6 Development: Further Explorations of the iOS SDKApress, 2012

	Interested in iPhone and iPad apps development? Want to learn more? Whether you’re a self-taught iPhone and iPad apps development genius or have just made your way through the pages of Beginning iOS 6 Development, we have the perfect book for you.


	More iOS 6 Development: Further Explorations of the...
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Getting Started with WebRTCPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you have basic HTML and JavaScript, you're well on the way to adding real time, peer-to-peer communication to your web applications using WebRTC. This book shows you how through a totally practical, structured course.


	Overview

	
		Set up video calls easily with a low bandwidth audio only option using...
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Design and Development of Medical Electronic Instrumentation: A Practical Perspective of the Design, Construction, and Test of Medical DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Master the building blocks of medical devices with this hands-on guide    

This book provides a uniquely practical approach that enables readers to learn the design of medical electronic devices through the analysis of specific projects. Walking you through the building blocks of implementing medical devices, Design and Development of...
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Face Biometrics for Personal Identification: Multi-Sensory Multi-Modal Systems (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2007

	From time immemorial, the security realm and personal identification task had
	shown progress by employing technological means like secret knowledge as passwords
	and Personal Identification Numbers, and by using personal possessions as
	identity cards and Radio Frequency Identification chips. As opposed to these means
	which are...
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